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Local controllability along a reference trajectory of analytic and smooth affine 
single input control systems (without any a priori bounds on the control) is 
considered, and a geometric proof of a version of the Hermes conjecture is given. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND BASIC RESULTS 
In this paper I consider single input afline analytic (smooth) control 
systems .Z with dynamics, 
i =f(x, u) = X(x) + uY(x), ZlER 
such that X and Y are C w (C “) vector fields on the n dimensional connected 
C w (Ccc ) manifold M. 
A large part of the recent literature in local controllability of nonlinear 
systems has been devoted to closing the gap between the known sufficient 
and necessary conditions; thanks to the introduction of new techniques, a 
number of sufficient conditions have been proved, exploring the structure 
of the Lie algebra F generated by the vector fields X and Y [ 11, 12,4, 141. 
These conditions are obtained using approximations, in some sense, and do 
not have, as far as I know, a simple geometric interpretation. 
An alternative approach, and up to a point an alternative objective, is to 
try to understand the geometry of local controllability, and express the 
resulting geometric conditions in terms of the associated Lie algebra. 
The main purpose here is to give a geometric proof of a version of the 
Hermes conjecture for local controllability along a reference trajectory, 
proved for local controllability at a point by Sussmann [ 111, generalizing 
to arbitrary dimensions the result of Hermes [6] in the plane: 
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It is well known that if Y and [X, Y] are linearly independent along the 
trajectory of X (the reference trajectory) passing through p E M’, or even 
if they are linearly independent at p, then 1 is locally controllable along 
that trajectory. Hermes proved that if Y and [X, Y] are not linearly 
independent but their trajectories cross each other along the reference 
trajectory, then C is also locally controllable. 
The Hermes conjecture is the generalization to arbitrary dimensions of 
the analytic condition equivalent to the above geometric condition in the 
plane. 
The approach used in this paper is related to the ideas of Hunt [7-91, 
Bacciotti and Stefani [ 11, and already developed by myself in [2, 31, 
concerning local controllability at a point using unbounded controls. Using 
this type of method, it is difficult to obtain sufficient conditions that apply 
to systems with bounded controls, nevertheless we can expect that the 
geometric insight gained will be useful. Related results that apply to 
systems with bounded controls can be found in [4, 141. 
The set A(p, U) of the points attainable from p in positive time without 
leaving U is defined as the set of points p’ such that there exists a 
continuous piecewise C’ map c: [0, r] -+ U verifying: 
l c(O) =p, c( 7) =p’ with TE R+ 
l 30, t,, . ..) t,n such that 0 = t, < t, < ... < t,H = T and in It,+ r, tj[ 
the map c is an integral curve of f( ., ui) for some ui E R. 
The set of attainability from p, denoted by A(p), is defined by 
A(p) = A(p, M), and the set A(p, T, U) of attainability from p in positive 
time T without leaving U is defined as A(p, U) but with fixed T. The set 
A(p, T) of attainability from p in time T is defined by A(p, T) = 
A(P, T, W 
C is said to be locally controllable at p E M if for every neighbourhood 
U of p the set A(p, U) contains p in its interior, and locally controllable at 
p E M in fixed time T if the same property is verified for A(p, T, U). 
C is said to be locally controllable along the reference trajectory X,(p) 
at PE A4 if, for every positive t, X,(p) belongs to the interior of the set 
A(p, T) of the points attainable from p in positive time T. 
C is locally accessible at p if A(p, U) has nonempty interior for any 
neighbourhood U of p; this is an obvious necessary condition for local con- 
trollability at p. A necessary and sufficient condition for local accessibility 
in the analytic case is that the Lie algebra F generated by the associated 
vector fields has dimension M at p [ 131. 
C is strongly accessible at p if for positive T the set A(p, T) has non- 
empty interior; this is an obvious necessary condition for local con- 
trollability along a reference trajectory at p. In the analytic case a necessary 
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and sufficient condition is that the Lie subalgebra F0 of F generated by the 
vector fields (ad’ X, Y) has dimension n at p [ 133, defining (ad’ X, Y) as 
Y ifj=:O and (adjX, Y)= [X, (ad’-‘X, Y)] ifj>O. 
2. HIGHER ORDER TEST 
Let us first note that the assumption of no a priori bounds on the 
controls means that we can consider the integral curves of the input vector 
field Y as admissible, or alternatively the vector fields Y and - Y as 
associated vector fields, and such that if x~A(p, T) then Y,(x) E A@, T) 
for any real t. 
It is well known that, if we construct a new system C’ in Rx A4 with 
dynamicsj=X’(y)+uY’(y), wherey=(t,x) and X’=(l,X), Y’=(O, Y), 
then x~A,(p, T)o(T, x)~A,(p) [13]. 
On the other hand, the accessibility properties of C’ and of the system 
with associated vector fields {X’, Y’, - Y’} are exactly the same [lo]; this 
is equivalent to taking Y and - Y as associated vector fields in the original 
system, i.e., C = {X, Y, - Y}. Then the set A(p, T) is invariant for Y (we 
can go “instantaneously” from x to Y,(x)). 
We remark that as we are dealing with a local criterium the results will 
be valid for any n dimensional manifold, even if obtained in R”. 
Define S’ as the set of vector fields {Y, (ad X, Y), ,,., (adk A’, Y), . ..}. and 
S’ = {(ad Y, S’- ‘)}; the linear test says that if span S’(p) = T,M then C is 
locally controllable along the reference trajectory. 
If the linear test is verified the curves Y,(x) and X, Y,X-,(x) cross each 
other transversally, at any point x = X,(p) E A(p, T) and for small z; then 
(s, t) F+ Y,X, Y,X_,(x) is a local diffeomorphism in a neighbourhood of 
the origin, and as its image is contained in A(p, T) we see that x belongs 
to the interior of the set of attainability in time T. 
t 
Y,(x) 
Y I III III 
FIG. 1. Dashed areas are in A(p, T). 
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It is easy to see that transversality at x is not really necessary (Fig. 1 ), 
and next theorem was proved in [S J: 
THEOREM 1. Let C he an analytic qffine single input sJ,stem in the plane; 
suppose that X and Y are linearly independent and SC span S’ ’ ,for an?, 
even i, with the sets S’ together spanning T, M, for all x = X,(p) with small 
positive t. Then Z is locally controllable along the reference trajectory. 
Proof: We consider the curve SH X, Y,,X ,(x); its derivative is the 
vector field Y’= X,, Y, and we study its variation along the flow of Y. 
Using the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff ormula, 
iXr. Y,~X~,(X)~.~=~= Y(x)+z(ad X, Y)(x)+; (ad2 X, Y)(x)+ ... 
we see that the series development of Y’ along the flow of X is an infinite 
linear combination of terms in S’, and it is easy to see that s’+’ has the 
same relation with the series development of the ith derivative of 
s H P( Y,(x)) = F” at s = 0. 
The hypothesis of the theorem means that the vector field Y’ along the 
integral curve of Y beginning at x points always in the same direction, or 
that the integral curves of Y’ passing through Y,(x) cross the integral curve 
of Y even for s = 0. 
The map (s, t)++ Y,X, Y,X,(x) is not a local diffeomorphism if the 
linear test is not verified, but the image of some neighbourhood of the 
origin still contains x in its interior, therefore Z is locally controllable 
along the reference trajectory. 
It should be noted that the only interest of the above proof is to 
motivate the analogous result in higher dimensions, since the original proof 
is valid even for bounded controls. The linear independence of X and Y 
assumed there is not necessary, since if the two vector fields were parallel 
along the reference trajectory, or an open part of it, the Lie algebra they 
generate would be one dimensional along it. 
THEOREM 2. Let C be an analytic uffine single input system in R”; 
suppose that S’ c span S’ ’ S or an y even i and that the sets S’ together span 
T,,M, for x = X,(p) with small positive t. Then C is locally controllable along 
the rqference trajectory. 
Proof: We can assume that the reference trajectory is the x, axis, and 
rectifying Y we can take Y = a/ax, around a fixed x = X(p) E A(p, T). 
Let vixk denote the vector field (ad’ y, (ad“ A’, Y)), and define a 
lexicographic-type order as follows: vi,k < v”,~’ if i < i’ or i = i’ and k < k’. 
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If k(i) denotes the number of vectors in s’ which are not in the span of any 
S’ with j< i on the reference trajectory, the assumptions of the theorem 
mean 
1 k(i)=n, Vj> 1, k(2j)=O. 
i> 1 
Let i, < ... < ikcrj be chosen so that the vector fields in L = (8.5, i > 0, 
j=l , . . . . k(i)} are linearly independent at x, and if i, < k < ii+ I then vi*k is 
a linear combination of smaller (in the above order) vectors in L. 
Consider the map 
for fixed arbitrary (r,, . . . . rk(r)) verifying 0 < t2 < . . . < tk(rI < T. It is clear 
that the image Wh of @r is in A(p, T), and 
z (0) = Y(x), z (0) = Y’(X), i> 1. 
1 I 
For values of zi in an open dense set, the rank of @, is maximal and equal 
to k(1): 
y’(x) = Y(x) + c ,y ($+wq) ul%l, 
and as far as linear independence is concerned, we can ignore the higher 
order terms; with this approximation, we have linear dependence of the 
vectors at the zeros of a polynomial in (r,, . . . . TV). Then the rank of @, 
is maximal if all ~~ are sufficiently small and positive, near points which are 
not zeros of that polynomial. 
Proceeding in the same way, we can construct a k( l)-dimensional 
manifold W: c A(p, t), with t near T, such that X,(p) is in its relative inte- 
rior and with tangent space at X,(p) spanned by the linearly independent 
vectors in S’. 
Consider the map on Wkp r, : 
@3b, 9 ...? Sk(3)) = YS,XT, y.s,x,, . . . y.~Jrl(3) 
for fixed arbitrary (T 1, . . . . z,(,,), where r, > 0 and T, = C ri, T, less than the 
smaller z involved in the first step. We want to show that its image W: is 
a k( 1) + k(3)-dimensional manifold, contained in A(p, T), such that x 
belongs to its interior and with tangent space at x spanned by the vectors 
in S’ and S3. 
Let #r and $r be the maps defined on Wb-, by: 
b,(s) = y,x,> $1(s) = T, 
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where T is conveniently small and positive. It is clear that 4,(,~) = X,$,(s). 
and therefore if we prove that the image of $, is a k( 1) + 1 manifold, so is 
the image of 4,. 
We define new coordinates in a neighbourhood of x by taking a basis 
for R” including the linearly independent vectors in S’ and vectors 
zk’ 1) + 1 , . . . . Z”, normal to S’ in some Riemannian metric on that 
neighbourhood. Then, if x, = X,(x), we will have 
keeping only the lower order terms. 
This shows (Zi, Y( YS(~-(xr))) is zero at s = 0, but does not change sign 
near it, therefore the integral curve of Y’ through x, has a third order 
contact with Wk_,, and the image of the map $,, and dl, is a k(l)+ 1 
dimensional manifold. From the expression of (Zi, Y( Y,(x,))), it follows 
that 
k(3) T3, 
r], = c - (Zi, v’3,3J(x)) 
j= 1 3,! 
is in the tangent space at x is of the image of 4,. 
In a similar way, we can prove that the image of the map 
djics ,,...,s,)(w~~,)=y,,~,,y,,~,;~~y,,~*,(w~~,) 
for fixed arbitrary (ri , . . . . rj) with zi > 0 and z = C ri, is a k( 1) +j manifold, 
and rT,, . . . . v~, belong to its tangent space at x. 
As S3 has k(3) linearly independent vectors, we stop at j = k(3), when 
dkc3) = Q3 has an image of dimension k( 1) + k(3). Its tangent space at x is 
spanned by the vectors of S’ and S3, and it is obvious that x belongs to 
its relative interior. 
An analogous reasoning allows as to include all S’, with odd i, as there 
is only a finite number of relevant ones: for some j, if i> j then 
S’ c span UkSi Sk. The image of the corresponding @, will be a 
neighbourhood of x contained in A(p, 7’). 
3. SMOOTH SYSTEMS AND NECESSARY CONDITIONS 
It is quite clear from the proof of Theorem 2 that we do not really need 
the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula, since we only use the lower order 
terms in the Taylor expansion; this means the theorem is also true for 
smooth systems. 
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For control systems in the plane with bounded controls, Theorem 1 is a 
necessary and sufficient condition; the following example shows this is no 
longer the case when there are no a priori bounds: 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the control system in the plane defined by the 
vector fields X = (1 + JI’( 1 - y), 0) and Y = (0, 1). A straightforward com- 
putation shows that all the brackets in S’ are zero along the reference 
trajectory of the origin (where y 3 0 and x b 0). 
On the other hand, [Y, [X, Y]] = (-2,O) which together with Y spans 
the tangent space of R*; therefore the conditions of Theorem 2 are not 
verified. Analyzing the trajectory of Y (for any arbitrary small z) through 
any point in the reference trajectory, it is easy to see that it always crosses 
the trajectory of Y, thus the system is locally controllable with unbounded 
controls, but not with bounded controls, independently of the fixed bound. 
We see then that local controllability along a reference trajectory, 
assuming bounded controls, is determined by the order of contact of the 
trajectories of Y and Y along the reference trajectory (at least for analytic 
systems in the plane), but for unbounded controls that type of study can 
only give sufficient conditions: what is involved is not the contact at those 
points but the crossing of trajectories, which can happen far away from the 
reference trajectory (Fig. 2). 
Thus we are no longer dealing with a local property, and at least for 
smooth systems it will be impossible to obtain any kind of necessary 
and sufficient condition involving only Lie brackets along the reference 
trajectory. 
FIG. 2. Dashed area is in A(p, T). 
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